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CJK OPAC AT THE UNIVERSITY OF OREGON LIBRARY

Hsu-Kuang Wang

University of Oregon

Introduction
After the advancing computer technology and its applications in library and information
science brought libraries into a new era of automated environment, the East Asian libraries
in America found themselves facing yet another new challenge — develop and implement
a Chinese-Japanese-Korean (CJK) on-line public access catalog (OPAC) that will display
both romanized and vernacular data. The benefits of a CJK OPAC are crucial to enhancing
the quality of bibliographic databases, improving bibliographic control and resource sharing,
and, most importantly, providing users with a more powerful, efficient, and flexible tool to
access the wealth of bibliographic materials to be found in CJK languages. During the past
decade, the development and implementation of CJK OPACs was one of the most
significant problems addressed by library automation scientists, system vendors, and the East
Asian library community. With the recent breakthrough of the INNOPAC system by
Innovative Interfaces Inc., the long awaited CJK OPAC has finally become a reality. While
Innovative Interfaces Inc. has installed standard INNOPAC systems with support for CJK
in libraries in Hong Kong and Taiwan, the University of Oregon Library is among the first
INNOPAC system users in the United States to have installed the INNOPAC Chinese
Character Code for Information Interchange (CCCII) CJK workstation and thus has become
one of the first research libraries in the United States to offer its patrons a sophisticated
CJK OPAC, one that replaces the conventional public paper card catalogs.
In this article I wish to share our experience with the CJK module of the INNOPAC system
and discuss the major features of the INNOPAC CCCII CJK workstation, including its
strengths and current limitations. I must also emphasize the other important and
indispensable factors that have largely contributed to the success of our CJK OPAC: the
strong support of the University of Oregon Library administration and the Systems
Department of the Library, the record exporting feature supported by the Online Library
Computer Center's (OCLC) CJK Plus system, and the file transfer protocol (FTP) module
supported by the INNOPAC system.
Background
The University of Oregon Library, a member of the Association of Research Libraries, has
more than 81,000 volumes of Chinese, Japanese, and Korean materials in its collection.
Over 13,000 titles of these CJK materials currently have machine-readable records in the
local database and, in the near future, the remaining manual records will be converted.
These records were loaded into our database by various ways and through different sources
and do not contain vernacular data. Because the University of Oregon Library has been an
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OCLC CJK system user since June 1986, about half of the machine-readable records can
be reloaded by using OCLC archive tapes to restore vernacular data. To provide vernacular
access to users, we have continued to file catalog cards for CJK materials in the public card
catalog even though the card catalog for western-language materials was closed in 1987.
The INNOPAC automation system was introduced to the University of Oregon libraries in
January 1989. The Library administration was fully aware of the importance of a CJK
OPAC to support the University's teaching and research activities and planned to implement
the CJK OPAC module at a later stage. During the winter of 1992, the first INNOPAC
CCCII CJK workstation was installed in the Knight Library. After the installation the
technical services staff had ample time to test the system and they worked out various
problems with the help of consultants from Innovative Interfaces Inc.
As a test site, the University of Oregon Library began to use the OCLC CJK Plus system
in September 1992. The MARC record exporting capability of the system provided us with
the opportunity to test whether or not the INNOPAC CCCII CJK system and the exporting
of records would work together in a real situation. We first exported cataloging records to
disk, then transferred the resulting MARC file of these records to the OPAC using
INNOPAC's FTP function. Once in the OPAC, the MARC file was preprocessed and
finally loaded into the database. Since these exported records contain vernacular data, they
display immediately on the INNOPAC CCCII CJK workstation once the records appear in
the database. We were very much encouraged by this successful test and started exporting
records on a regular basis. At present our new cataloging records are loaded weekly into
the database. Since the INNOPAC CCCII CJK module now truly functions as a CJK OPAC
and provides patrons with timely access to CJK materials, we discontinued the printing and
filing of CJK paper catalog cards in May 1993.
System Features of the INNOPAC CCCII CJK Workstation
1.

Hardware and Software

The INNOPAC CCCII CJK workstation consists of a high-frequency digital monochrome
monitor and a high-resolution video board, a CJK character ROM pattern board, and CJK
terminal emulation software, all provided by Innovative Interfaces Inc. and installed in a
library-provided 386 microcomputer running DOS 4.1. This CJK workstation supports the
full East Asian Character Code (EACC) CJK character set as well as the 53,000 character
CCCII character set.
This INNOPAC CCCII CJK workstation displays CJK characters using a 24 by 24 dot matrix
for each character, and displays 24 lines of 40 characters each. It is supported only as a
terminal connected to INNOPAC (using terminal emulation software provided by
Innovative) and is capable of printing CJK characters contained in INNOPAC records on
an attached parallel printer such as the Okidata 393, many Epson printers, etc.
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2.

Means of Data Transmission

CJK characters may be input into INNOPAC and displayed in a variety of ways:
(1)
MARC records containing CJK characters (using the 13,000 characters in the
EACC character set or the 53,000 characters in the CCCII character set) may be loaded into
the system from tapes.
(2)
MARC records with CJK characters can be downloaded on-line, in real-time,
from bibliographic utilities or personal computers (PC) that are able to provide CJK records
in the MARC format, e.g., the Research Libraries Information Network (RLIN) with its
Pass command and the OCLC CJK Plus system which supports MARC record exporting.
(3)
INNOPAC can accept and display the internal EACC codes for CJK
characters on any terminal connected to INNOPAC. The difference is that a regular
INNOPAC terminal displays only the EACC codes that represent the CJK characters, while
an INNOPAC CCCII CJK workstation displays the CJK characters themselves. Figures 1
and 2 show the same bibliographic record displayed in technical mode on a regular
INNOPAC terminal and on the INNOPAC CCCII CJK workstation, respectively. Although
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Figure 1 — Vernacular data as displayed
on a non-CJK INNOPAC
terminal
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Figure 2 — Vernacular data as displayed on a INNOPAC CCCII
CJK workstation
it is technically possible to input or change characters by keying in their corresponding
EACC codes on any INNOPAC terminal, the most efficient and practical way of modifying
vernacular data is to use the direct vernacular inputting available on the INNOPAC CCCII
CJK workstation.
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(4)
CJK characters themselves may be keyed on an INNOPAC CCCII CJK
workstation with an ordinary keyboard if that workstation can output data to, and accept
data from, a computer using EACC, CCCII, or Big 5 coding schemes for CJK characters.
Currently the University of Oregon Library uses the combination of options 1, 2, and 4 to
load CJK data into the local system.
3.
Inputting Methods
The INNOPAC CCCII CJK workstation currently supports thirteen input methods as shown
in Figure 3. Users can select any particular input method from this menu by pressing the
F l l function key. The most frequently used input methods in our library are pinyin
romanization, Wade-Giles romanization for Chinese and Modified Hepburn for the
romanization of Japanese. Once an input method is chosen, it becomes the default and
appears in the lower left corner of the screen until the user changes to another method.
The user can toggle back and forth between roman and vernacular inputting by pressing the
F12 function key.
1.

1
2
3

2.
3.

4
5

4.

;

5.

6
7

6.

8
9

10

m^m

11
12
13

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Regular English display (each letter takes half the width of a CJK symbol)
Double-Width English display (each letter is followed by one space, filling
the width of a CJK symbol)
Hex code entry (you enter the three-byte JOIN code directly in hexadecimal)
Ju-Yin (Chu-Yin) phonetic symbols
Ju-Yin (Chu-Yin) input method for Chinese characters
Chang-Jie method
Simplified Radical method
Wade-Giles romanization method
Yale romanization method
Modified Pin-Yin method
Korean romanization method
Japanese romanization method
Phrase input method

Figure 3 — Menu of input methods
4.

Searching

The most remarkable features of the INNOPAC CCCII CJK workstation are its powerful
searching capabilities. INNOPAC supports the indexing of CJK characters in author, title,
and subject indexes. Users of those indexes can search by CJK characters or by romaniza
tion (provided that the bibliographic records in the database contain vernacular and
romanized data). INNOPAC also supports keyword indexes for CJK characters. Using
those indexes, users can use Boolean operators to get all the records that contain the
characters they input, regardless of where the characters are located in the title or in other
fields.
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Patrons can search records by using either romanized search keys or vernacular search keys.
The search process is very much analogous to the one in the OCLC CJK Plus system.
Although vernacular searching can be done, the characters themselves have first to be
created by using one of the input methods chosen to form desired vernacular search keys.
In the public search mode, when a search retrieves records that contain vernacular data, the
INNOPAC CCCII CJK workstation offers patrons the option of viewing a bibliographic
record in transliterated (roman alphabet) form or in vernacular form. The "X" key is used
to toggle between the roman and vernacular display screens. The illustrations in the
following examples show both versions of the display. All of the examples can be search in
roman mode. Romanized search keys will retrieve records that contain roman data only and
records that contain both roman and vernacular data; while the vernacular search keys will
retrieve those records that contain both roman and vernacular data, they exclude those
records containing only roman data.
Example A — Title search for a Japanese book, Nihongo no bunpo no kenkyu in roman
search mode.
(1)
Under title index enter the romanized title of the work.
(2)
Hit the < Return > key to execute the search.

/ &ts^m

TITLE
u*m<D3:&<Dmft
AUTHOR
1930EDITION
fcJHB
PUBLISHER
#Bgffrf5 : ^ o D f l , 1991.
DESCRIPTION 310 P. ; 22 cm.
NOTES
Includes bibliographical references (P. 303-307)
SUBJECTS
Japanese language —Grammar.
ISBN
4938669048.
LCCN
92189518 /AJ.
LOCATION
CALL
STATUS
1 > JAPANESE
PL533 .S255 1991
AVAILABLE

Figure 4 — Title search / vernacular display
TITLE
AUTHOR
EDITION
PUBLISHER
DESCRIPTION
NOTES
SUBJECTS
ISBN
LCCN
LOCATION
1 > JAPANESE

Nihongo no bunpo no kenkyu / SaJI Kelzo cho.
SaJI, Kelzo, 1930Shohan.
Kasukabe-shl : HltsuJI Shobo, 1991.
310 P. ; 22 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (P. 303-307)
Japanese language —Grammar.
4938669048.
92189518 /AJ.
CALL
ft
STATUS
PL533 .S255 1991
AVAILABLE

Figure 5 — Title search / romanized display
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The record is retrieved immediately as shown in Figure 4 (vernacular version) and Figure
5 (roman version). One does not need to enter the entire title to search a particular work;
however, search keys with more words will help narrow down the search and retrieve the
record faster. Search keys with fewer words often retrieve a collective display from which
one has to chose the targeted title. In certain circumstances, truncated search keys work as
well as the longer search keys.
Example B — Search Chinese author
in the vernacular search mode.
(1)
Under author index, enter Chinese characters ^ § ^ / f | using the pinyin
method. (Note: Phonetic transcriptions of characters usually generate many homophones
and variant forms from which one has to select desired characters to form the correct search
keys.)
(2)
Hit the < Return > key to execute the search.
St?#J&*5 / 8slf*Jn2S# = The technique of translation / by Qian

TITLE

Gechuan.
AUTHOR
EDITION
PUBLISHER
DESCRIPTION
ALT TITLE
SUBJECTS

HIKE
j b * : i§f#£p^tl : f f f ^ 0 J b * £ i T 0 f £ f i f , 1981.
10, 570 P. ; 21 cm.
Technique of translation.
Chinese language —Translating into English.
English language —Translating into Chinese.
ISBN
RMBY2.85
LCCN
81185046
LOCATION
CALL «
STATUS
1 > CHINESE
PE1498 .C54 1981
AVAILABLE

Figure 6 — Author search / vernacular display
TITLE

Fan i ti chi chiao / Chien Ko-chuan pien chu = The technique of
translation / by Qian Gechuan.
AUTHOR
Chien, Ko-chuan.
EDITION
Ti 1 pan.
PUBLISHER
Pei-ching
Shang wu yin shu kuan : Hsln hua shu tlen Pei-ching
fa hsing so fa hslng, 1981.
DESCRIPTION 10, 570 P. ; 21 cm.
ALT TITLE
Technique of translation.
SUBJECTS
Chinese language —Translating into English.
English language —Translating Into Chinese.
ISBN
RMBY2.85.
LCCN
81185046.
LOCATION
CALL «
STATUS
1 > CHINESE
PE1498 .C54 1981
AVAILABLE

Figure 7 — Author search / romanized display
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Although there are five works written by Ch'ien Ko-ch'uan currently in the database, only
one record contains the author's name in Chinese characters — please remember that this
search is conducted in the CJK search mode — and thus was retrieved by the author search
for
f | . Figures 6 and 7 show the retrieved record.
Example C — Search corporate name ff3§^^as a subject heading in the vernacular
search mode.
(1)
Under subject index, enter the Chinese characters pb[gig
(2)
"' the
" <Hit
Return > key to execute the search.
TITLE
PUBLISHER
DESCRIPTION
CONTENTS

m± :

if>¥HBMx+'¥:fcttJMC.£fi#

LCCN
01
02
03
04
05

>
>
>
>
>

lE^mm,

g

(H52-54

c

1963-1965]
16 v. : 111., facsims., ports. : 27 cm.

Jffii***S»
ALT AUTHOR
SERIES:
SUBJECTS

:

" *9-16». ? f t £ f i * B B &

i M^W :

*¥EBMB5E^^:£«a*£M-S
f«fRBBB3E+^Jt«

s SI IB

^ABBX

China —History —Revolution, 1911-1912 —Sources,
c 63002475.
LOCATION
CALL
tt
STATUS
CHINESE
DS773 .K62 v.l
AVAILABLE
CHINESE
DS773 .K62 v.l c.2
AVAILABLE
CHINESE
DS773 .K62 v.2
AVAILABLE
CHINESE
DS773 .K62 v.2 c.2
AVAILABLE
CHINESE
DS773 .K62 v.3
AVAILABLE

Figure 8 — Subject search / vernacular display
TITLE

Ko ming yiian liu yli ko ming ytin tung / Chung hua mln kuo k a i kuo

PUBLISHER

Tal-p'ei ': Chung hua mln kuo kai kuo wu shih nien wen hsien pien
tsuan wei yuan hui : Cheng chung shu chu, min kuo 52-54 [19631965]
16 v. : ill., facsims., ports. : 27 cm.
Ti 1-2 tse. Ko ming yiian yiian — Ti 3-6 tse. Lieh chiang chin
llieh — Ti 7-8 tse. Ching ting chih kai ko yli fan tung — Ti 916 tse. Ko ming chih chang tao yli fa chan ; Hsing chung hui ;
Chung-kuo Tung meng hui.
Chung-hua min kuo kai kuo wu shih nien wen hsien pien tsuan wei
yiian hui.
Chung-hua min kuo kai kuo wu shih nien wen hsien ; ti 1 pien.
Chung-kuo kuo min tang.
China —History —Revolution, 1911-1912 —Sources.
c 63002475.

wu s h i h n i e n wen h s i e n pien t s u a n wei yUan hui plen t s u a n .

DESCRIPTION
CONTENTS

ALT AUTHOR
SERIES:
SUBJECTS
LCCN

Figure 9 -- Subject search / romanized display
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01
02
03
04
05

>
>
>
>
>

LOCATION
CHINESE
CHINESE
CHINESE
CHINESE
CHINESE

CALL tf
DS773 .K62
DS773 .K62
DS773 .K62
DS773 .K62
DS773 .K62

v.l
v.l c.2
v.2
v.2 c.2
v.3

STATUS
AVAILABLE
AVAILABLE
AVAILABLE
AVAILABLE
AVAILABLE

Figure 9 - Subject search / romanized display
There are thirty-nine records dealing with Chung-kuo kuo min tang currently in the
database. Again, because this is a CJK search, only three records meet the search criteria:
the work is about the Chung-kuo kuo min tang and the record contains the Chinese
characters. Figures 8 and 9 show one of these records.
Example D - Keyword search for the Chinese characters [BUrff
(1)
Under keyword index, enter the Chinese characters
(2)
Hit the < Return > key to begin the search.
Figures 10 and 11 show
There are three records containing the characters
t
the first record from the collective display.
TITLE
EDITION
PUBLISHER
DESCRIPTION
NOTES
ALT AUTHOR

... [et al.3
JtJsC^lHE
[Peking] :ft£&*:fci«fflKfitt:
ix, 1206 P. : ill. ; 21 cm.
- t t ^ i e s i f c ^ t •
Includes bibliographical references.
mtZ±&. H=£tiMS^05

m*^fe±*mift\Wa. 1990.
x-'mm^ > ^m^m^mmmr

SUBJECTS

Library science —China —Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Information science —China —Handbooks, manuals, etc.
ISBN
7502312501 : RMBY23.00.
LCCN
91183590 /ACN.
LOCATION
CALL
fl
STATUS
1 > CHINESE
Z845.C5 C4925 1990
AVAILABLE

Figure 10 — Keyword search / vernacular display
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TITLE

Chung-kuo tu shu ching pao kung tso shih yung ta chlian / Wu-han
ta hsueh tu shu ching pao hsiieh yiian chu pien ; pien wei Wang
Chang-ya ... [et a 1 .]
EDITION
Pei-ching ti 1 pan.
PUBLISHER
[Peking] : Ko hsiieh chi shu wen hsien chu pan she : Hsin hua shu
tien Pei-ching fa hslng so fa hsing, 1990.
DESCRIPTION Ix, 1206 P. : 111. ; 21 cm.
NOTES
"Tzu shu hsl Wu-han ta hsiieh 'chi wu' chi chien che hsiieh, she
hui ko hsiieh chung tien ko yen hsiang mu."
Includes bibliographical references.
ALT AUTHOR
Wu-han ta hsiieh. Tu shu ching pao hsiieh yiian.
Wang, Chang-ya.
SUBJECTS
Library science —China —Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Information science —China —Handbooks, manuals, etc.
ISBN
7502312501 : RMBY23.00.
LCCN
91183590 /ACN.
LOCATION
CALL «
STATUS
1 > CHINESE
Z845.C5 C4925 1990
AVAILABLE

Figure 11 — Keyword search / romanized display
Example E - Keyword search with Boolean operators. The search is intended to find
records that have both Jj$jt and (jf^ f§[ in Chinese characters.
(1)
Under keyword index, enter J | $ | t AND
•
(2)
Hit the < Return > key to execute the search.
The search is a direct hit and one record was immediately retrieved as shown in Figures 12
and 13.
TITLE
EDITION
PUBLISHER
DESCRIPTION
NOTES
ALT AUTHOR
SUBJECTS

mm&mi3i£m£gm

/c

mm%msL+&M*m&mm

igfT*

mitns ' H

a Z I I

3

, £1370 [1981]
248, 32 P. ; 22 cm.
Includes Index.
H - f t ^ H S t ! (China).
China —History, Local —Bibliography —Union lists.
Catalogs, Union —Taiwan.
LCCN
82152988.
LOCATION
CALL
tf
STATUS
1 > CHINESE
Z3106 .T34 1981
AVAILABLE

Figure 12 — Keyword search with Boolean operator / vernacular display
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TITLE

Tai-wan kung tsang fang chih lien ho rau lu / [pien chi che Kuo li
chung yang tu shu kaan te tsang tsu]
EDITION
Tseng ting pen.
PUBLISHER
Tal-pei shih : Kuo li chung yang tu shu kuan, Min kuo 70 [1981]
DESCRIPTION 248, 32 P. ; 22 cm.
NOTES
Includes index.
ALT AUTHOR
Kuo li chung yang tu shu kuan (China). Te tsang tsu.
SUBJECTS
China --History, Local —Bibliography —Union lists.
Catalogs, Union —Taiwan.
LCCN
82152988.
LOCATION
CALL
tf
STATUS
1 > CHINESE
Z3106 .T34 1981
AVAILABLE

Figure 13 - Keyword search with Boolean operator / romanized display

5.

Editing

The INNOPAC CCCII CJK workstation allows patrons to search records in the public mode
and also enables technical services staff to interact with INNOPAC in the technical mode
to manipulate roman and vernacular data, make changes to bibliographic records, and
perform database maintenance tasks. Recently we have begun to enter vernacular data in
name authority records to remedy the problem of inadequacy of information in some
authority records, which has been a long-standing frustration in dealing with Chinese
personal names. Although many Chinese personal names share exactly the same
romanization, the characters in the names are often partially or completely different. A
name authority record without vernacular data is often insufficient to help verify or
distinguish different authors whose name headings happen to be the same in romanized
form. Providing vernacular data in name authority records proves to be an effective solution
to improve the quality of authority work in the cataloging of materials in CJK languages.
The latest INNOPAC system enhancements (Release 8) provide full screen editing,
including copy and cut and paste features, which has made the editing of vernacular data
much easier. To edit a CJK record on-line, catalogers have to log into the technical mode
in which both roman and vernacular data can be manipulated.
INNOPAC stores the vernacular data in the 880 field the same way as CJK characters are
stored in U.S. MARC 880 (Alternate Graphic Representation) fields. 880 fields are fully
content-designated, nonroman representations of other fields in the same record. An 880
field and its associated roman field both contain a subfield, +6, that enables a machine link
between the two fields. The first and second indicator positions in field 880 have the same
definition and values as the indicators in the associated field. The subfield codes in field
880 are the same as those defined in the associated field except for subfield =|=6On an INNOPAC CCCII CJK workstation, catalogers can enter bibliographic records and
authority records or edit existing records. Since the link between a roman field and its
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corresponding 880 field is crucial for the record to display properly, such linkage must be
carefully established whenever a new field is entered into a record to ensure sound display
results. Figure 14 shows the pre-updating version of a bibliographic record in the technical
mode. Figure 15 shows the post-updating version of the same record. This record was a
full bibliographical record but did not contain any Chinese characters before being
enhanced. We input the characters into the record and linked all 880 fields to their
corresponding roman fields. The resulting display shown in Figure 16 is beautiful, but the
editing was fairly time-consuming and tedious.
B19617446
Last updated: 01-30-92 Created: 04-05-89 Revision: 4
01 LANG: chi
03 BRANCH: orvx
05 BCODE1: m
07 BCODE3: 02 SKIP: 0
04 CAT DA 12-25-88 06 MAT TYPE: a
08 COUNTRY: hk
09 001
13627709
10 008
850930sl985
hk chf
b
00011 chi nam a
11 010
85183213 /ACN
12 020
9620403746 :|cHK$24.00
13 040
DLC|cDLC|dm/c|dORU
14 049
ORVX
15 050 0 PL2856.N4|bC4 1985
16 066
|c$l
17 090
PL2856.N4C4 1985
18 099
ORIENT.|aCHINESE|aPL|a2856|a.N4|aC4|al985
19 100 1 Nieh, Hua-ling,|dl92620 245 10 Ch{176}ien shan wai, shui ch{176}ang liu /IcNieh Hua-ling chu
21 250
Hsiang-kang ti 1 pan
22 260
Hsiang-kang : | bSan lien shu tien Hsiang-kang fen tien,|cl985
23 300
381 p., [4] p. of plates :|bfacsim., ports. ;|c21 cm
24 440
0 Hai wai wen ts{176}ung
25 500
Fiction
26 504
"Nieh Hua-ling ti chu tso": p. 380-381
27 910
17AUG88
13627709
28 910
cjk tpld

Figure 14 — Bibliographic record without vernacular data
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B19617446
Last updated: 06-23-93 Created: 04-05-89 Revision: 11__
01 LANG: chi
03 BRANCH: orvx
05 BC0DE1:
ra
07 BC0DE3: 02 SKIP: 0
04 CAT D: 12-25-88 06 MAT TYPE: a
08 COUNTRY: hk
09 001
13627709
10 008
850930sl985
hk chf
b
00011 chi nam a
11 010
85183213 /ACN
12 020
9620403746 :!cHK$24.00
13 040
DLCicDLCidm/cldORU
14 049
ORVX
15 050 0 PL2856.N4!bC4 1985
16 066
ic$l
17 090
PL2856.N4C4 1985
18 099
ORIENT. iaCHINESEiaPL!a2856!a.N4!aC4!al985
19 100 1 16880-01iaNieh, Hua-1Ing,idl92620 245 10 16880-02iaCh{176}len shan wai, shui ch{176}ang liu /'.cNieh Hua-ling
chu
21 250
!6880-03iaHsiang-kang ti 1 pan
22 260
!6880-04IaHsiang-kang :|bSan lien shu tien Hsiang-kang fen tien,
!cl985
23 300
381 P., [4] P. of plates :|bfacsim., ports. ;!c21 cm
24 440
0 16880-05iaHai wai wen ts{176}ung
25 500
Fiction
26 504
16880-06la"Nieh Hua-ling ti chu tso": P. 380-381
27 880 1 16100-01 !aft¥4E, idl92628 880 10 !6245-02ia^Flii^K
/\c&m#M
29 880
i 6250-03 i a # i i ^ IKS
30 880
l6260-04ia#?i : ibH«ff^/£#ii#J£, icl985
31 880
0 ! 6440-05 la&flotH
32 880
!6504-06ia"SH^^#f F": P . 380-381
33 910
17AUG88 13627709
34 910
cjk tpld
/

Figure 15 — Enhanced bibliographic record with vernacular data
TITLE
AUTHOR
EDITION
PUBLISHER
DESCRIPTION
NOTES

^ujfls
/
JHM£. 1926§&£lfiE

&%$M

# j § : H $ S J £ # ? g # / £ . 1985.
381 P.. [4] P. of plates : facsim., ports. ; 21 cm.
Fiction.
" S ^ t o ^ f l F " : p. 380-381.
SERIES:
m\X^
ISBN
9620403746 : HK$24.00.
LCCN
85183213 /ACN.
LOCATION
CALL »
STATUS
1 > CHINESE
PL2856.N4C4 1985
AVAILABLE

Figure 16 — Enhanced bibliographic record as displayed in public mode
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To find a more efficient way to input vernacular fields into records, we tried a different
experiment — input vernacular fields into the record without using 880s to link them to their
corresponding roman fields but, instead, arrange the corresponding roman and vernacular
fields as parallel fields in the record. We used another full bibliographic record that did not
contain the vernacular to run the test. Figures 17 and 18 show the pre-updating and postupdating versions of this record. Surprisingly, the public display, shown in Figure 19 of this
01 LANG: chi
03 BRANCH: orvx
05 BC0DE1: m
07 BC0DE3: 02 SKIP: 0
04 CAT DA 12-25-88 06 MAT TYPE:
08 COUNTRY: cc
09 001
15414710
10 008
850129sl983
cc a
00010 chi nam a
11 010
84256809 /ACN
12 020
JcRMBY42.00
13 040
DLCicDLCidm/cldORU
14 049
[x]0RVX
15 050 0 ND1049.L7737!bA4 1983
16 066
!c$l
17 082 0 759.9511219
18 090
irxiaND1049.L7737A4 1983
19 099
ORIENT.!aCHINESEiaND!al049ia.L7737iaA4!al983
20 100 1 Liu, Hai-su,!dl895?21 245 10 Liu Hai-su tso p{176}in hsiian chi
22 250
Ti 1 pan
23 260
Pei-ching :|bJen min mei shu ch{176}u pan she :!bFa hsing che Hsin
hua shu tien Pei-ching fa hsing so,!cl983
24 300
165 p. :!bchiefly ill. (some col.) ; !c37 cm
25 600 10 Liu, Hai-su,!dl895?26 910
14N0V88 15414710
27 910
cjk tpld
a

Figure 17 — Bibliographic record without vernacular data
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Last updated: 06-10-93 Created: 04-05-89 Revision: 8
B19643986
03 BRANCH: rvx
05 BC0DE1: m
07 BC0DE3: 01 LANG: chi
orvx
08 COUNTRY: cc
02 SKIP: 0
04 CAT D: 12-25-88 06 MAT TYPE:
09 001
15414710
00010 chi nam a
10 008
850129sl983
cc a
11 010
84256809 /ACN
12 020
icRMBY42.00
13 040
DLC!cDLC{dm/c!dORU
14 049
[x]0RVX
15 050 0 ND1049.L7737!bA4 1983
16 066
!c$l
17 082 0 759.9511219
!rx!aND1049.L7737A4 1983
18 090
19 099
ORIENT.!aCHINESE!aND!a10491 a.L77371 aA4 i a1983
20 100 1 Liu, Hai-su,idl895?21 100 1 »«nR,ldl895722 245 10 Liu Hai-su tso p{176}in hsiian chi
23 245
24 250
Ti 1 pan
25 250
26 260
SIlKfc
Pei-ching :|bJen mln mel shu ch{176}u pan she :|bFa hsing che Hsln
27 260
hua shu tien Pei-ching fa hsing so,!cl983
28 300
Jh35C :|bAR»fftfSHRa :»b»tf#»f^*0Jb5CSt7m.lcl983
29 600
165 P. :lbchiefly 111. (some col.) ;Ic37 cm
30 600 10 Liu, Hai-su,M1895?31 910 10 SU&SE,!dl895?32 910
14N0V88 15414710
cjk
tpld
Enhanced bibliographic record with parallel vernacular fields
Figure 18 —
0

a

10 mmmft&mm

TITLE

Liu Hai-su tso pin hsiian chi.

AUTHOR

Liu, Hai-su, 1895?mm%>
1895?Ti 1 pan.

EDITION
PUBLISHER

DESCRIPTION
SUBJECTS
ISBN
LCCN

mm

Fa hsing che Hsln hua

Pei-ching : Jen mln mei shu chu pan she
shu tien Pei-ching fa hsing so, 1983.

dbsc :

A.&mwi&m±

mi%w^m±Kmim>

:
165 P. : chiefly ill. (some col.) ; 37 cm.
Liu, Hai-su, 1895?-

mmm.

1983.

1895?-

RMBY42.00.
84256809 /ACN.
LOCATION
CALL
ff
1Figure
> CHINESE
x ND1049.L7737A4
1983
19 — Integrated
single version

record
30

display of

STATUS
AVAILABLE
enhanced
bibliographic

record is superior to the normal dual-version display, since it eliminates the need to toggle
between the roman and vernacular screens and thus makes searches more efficient and
flexible. No matter what search keys (romanized search keys or vernacular search keys) are
used, searchers can retrieve and view the entire record at one glance. Some users who saw
this display have commented that this integrated single version display is far more desirable
that the dual-version display and would be preferred by users.
Current Limitations of the System
Based on our experience working with the INNOPAC CJK OPAC system, we have found
some limitations that can be remedied in the near future through enhancements:
1.
Since the system was originally developed as a Chinese-dominant workstation, the
modules for inputting Japanese kanji using Japanese romanization and Korean Hancha using
Korean romanization are not yet available. To input these Chinese-derived characters, the
interim alternatives are to use the Tsang-chieh input method or Chinese romanization
(Wade-Giles or pinyin). Innovative Interfaces Inc. has committed itself to enhancing the
system to input these characters using Japanese and Korean phonetic input methods in the
near future.
2.
The efficiency of character retrieval affects the efficiency of vernacular searching,
inputting, and editing. How fast a desired character can be generated is largely determined
by a number of factors such as how various language scripts are structured and organized
with different input methods, how variant forms of characters are linked and arranged in a
matching characters file, and what qualifiers can be used. A comparative examination of
the character retrieval features in the OCLC CJK Plus system and at an INNOPAC CCCII
CJK workstation would help illuminate the differences between the two systems.
The OCLC CJK Plus system provides five input methods: Tsang-chieh (TC), Wade-Giles
(WG), pinyin (PY), Modified Hepburn (HP), and McCune-Reischauer (MR) and four
language scripts: Chinese and Chinese-derived (CC), Japanese hiragana (JH), Japanese
katakana (JK), and Korean Hangul (KH) to create CJK characters. The graphic Tsang-chieh
(TC)input method is used for Chinese and Chinese-derived characters shared by all three
CJK languages. The phonetic input methods are used for all CJK characters. The Chinese
character set combines both Chinese traditional and simplified characters under Wade-Giles
(WG) and pinyin (PY) input methods. The Japanese character set and the Korean character
set both contain multiple language scripts under Modified Hepburn (HP) and McCuneReischauer (MR). This integrated structure of one input method with multiple language
scripts produces a flexible and efficient character retrieval capability.
Another significant feature of character retrieval in the OCLC CJK Plus system is the way
variant forms of a character are arranged and displayed in the Matching Characters
Window. When a phonetic input code is formed, not only all common homophones and
variant forms of characters are displayed together in the Matching Characters Window, the
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variant forms of a character also display as a cluster in East Asian Character Code order.
Each cluster identifies the relationship between the primary leading character and its variant
forms. This relationship bears great implications for retrieving the correct character. Since
the variant forms of a character are linked in one cluster in the CJK Plus character set, no
matter which form of a character in the same cluster is used in search keys, it makes no
difference in terms of the search results. Nevertheless, the same character graphic in
different clusters is not interchangeable with each other because the same character graphic
may represent a traditional character and one or more variants of different characters,
whose EACC value is also different. Selecting an incorrect character would affect the
search results.
In the OCLC CJK Plus system, multiple qualifiers can be used simultaneously to narrow
down a search and thus increase the efficiency of character retrieval. This works especially
well for the Chinese phonetic input methods (WG and PY) in which both tone qualifier and
Tsang-chieh qualifier can be used together.
The superb architecture of the OCLC CJK Plus software has made vernacular data retrieval
highly efficient and that contributes to a much faster speed for vernacular inputting and
searching.
In general, character retrieval is slower at the INNOPAC CCCII CJK workstation than it
is in the OCLC CJK Plus system. One main reason is that the INNOPAC CJK system
handles a much larger character set with a greater number of homophones and variant
forms. For example, the Chinese phonetic input code "shul" (book) with tone qualifier
generates twenty-six homophones including variant forms in OCLC CJK Plus, while it
retrieves a total of 115 homophones and variants in INNOPAC's CCCII CJK system. Many
characters in this matching characters file are not commonly used ones. Some characters
unavailable in the OCLC CJK Plus system are all found in the INNOPAC's CCCII CJK
system.
Another factor that adversely affects the efficiency of character retrieval is due to the way
characters are arranged in the matching characters file. In INNOPAC, when a phonetic
input code is formed, the matching characters file displays in sequence the 'SEB subfile
(frequently used), the {STO subfile (occasionally used), and the
subfile (rarely used),
in which the retrieved homophones and variant forms of characters are arranged and
displayed according to their frequency of usage instead of by their EACC order. All variant
forms of a character are not necessarily displayed next to each other as a cluster. This
sometimes makes it difficult to identify and link variant forms to the correct primary leading
character. Our experience shows that an unsuccessful vernacular search is often due to the
mismatch of certain characters in the search keys and in the records.
Even though the larger character set supported by the INNOPAC CCCII CJK workstation
definitely has merits, improving the efficiency of vernacular data retrieval would still warrant
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special consideration in the future system enhancements because it will always be one of the
most important criteria with which to measure the performance of CJK OPACs.
Conclusions
The success of the INNOPAC CJK system has become a milestone in the development of
CJK OPACs and has opened a new page in the advance of library automation and
information science. Although the INNOPAC CJK OPAC is still in an early stage of
development, it is the first and best CJK OPAC system available at present. Its sophistica
tion and great potential to provide better service to users of East Asian language materials,
to support the teaching, learning, and research activities of scholars and students, and its
value as a successor to conventional expensive and labor-intensive card catalogs are widely
recognized in the national and international library community. The INNOPAC CJK OPAC
has been highly appraised by the University of Oregon faculty and students as well as many
international visitors. The new features of recent INNOPAC system enhancements include
multilingual displays which allow users to specify that INNOPAC should display all search
messages and prompts in one of the following five languages: English, Spanish, Chinese,
French, or German. This feature will not only benefit the users of academic and research
libraries, but also be valuable to many public libraries serving diverse ethnic communities.
We are fully confident that various enhancements to the INNOPAC CJK system will be
undertaken in the near future, including more efficient CJK data retrieval capabilities.
Other CJK OPAC systems will also be developed by different library automation vendors
and many new aspects of the CJK OPAC will be explored. Advances in technology together
with an increasing awareness of the importance of vernacular data will ensure that future
CJK OPACs offer even greater performance than we see in today's systems.
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